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Abstract: In the 21st century, every Indian was wish to travel abroad once in their lifetime opportunity for them to see the world. There are many reasons people travel to abroad, for their higher studies, research, job opportunities and marriage settlement. According to this tourism survey, it was found that a majority of Indians travel mostly once a year. The main purpose of this research paper to analyzing the people’s horoscope and find out who having the yoga for foreign visit. And also analyzing an influence of Rahu, Saturn and Moon will reflect into the human horoscope.
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1. Introduction

Astrology means, the ancient practice of studying the movements and positions of the sun, moon, planets and stars in the belief that they influence human behaviour. Indian’s relations with the world have evolved since the British government. When gained independence, few Indians had experience in making or conducting foreign travel. In 1980’s, there are few peoples only went for their education purpose. Now the development of the technology in software and other department, the ratio of the foreign visit percentage was increased.

NRI means (Non – Resident Indians) an Indian citizen or person of Indian origin living abroad. An Indian citizen who stays abroad for employment / carrying on business or vocation outside India or stays abroad under circumstances indicating an intention for an uncertain duration of stay abroad is a non-resident. NRI is a citizen of India who holds an Indian passport and has temporarily immigrated to another country for six months or more for employment residence, education or any other purpose.

2. Sign for Foreign Settlement in Astrology

For considering foreign Travel in Astrology Chāra Rasi or Movable signs are of Prime importance. Movable Sign means the changing tendency is high in these signs. So when Planets are placed in these signs, they give a changing tendency to the native like changing of residence, changing of job, changing of country etc.

Sthira rasi or fixed Signs are not helpful in regards to foreign settlement in astrology. Planets in these signs give a tendency to stick to particular place. So those who have more planets in Fixed signs, they do not change their residence or job too much. Going abroad means change of country or change of residence. So planets in fixed sign block the chances of going abroad. Common Sign or dual Sign can give short term foreign travel. Like if have multiple planets in Dual sign may go to abroad frequently but for very short duration may be like one month.

The sign are further divided according to quality or Tatwa of the Rasi. They are Fiery sign, Earthy sign, Airy Sign and Watery Sign.
- Fiery Sign-Aries, Leo and Sagittarius.
- Earthy Sign-Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn.
- Airy Sign-Gemini, Libra and Aquarius.
- Watery Sign-Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces.

Watery Signs like Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces are especially very important for Travelling Abroad. For going to foreign countries need to cross seas. So watery signs are very important in horoscope. Cancer is both Movable and Watery sign. Moreover, it is the natural 4th house of the zodiac. So it has special importance for foreign travel in astrology. Planets Like Rahu, Moon, Saturn, Venus in Watery Sign are good indication of Foreign Travel.

3. Planets for Foreign Settlement

There are four main planets which helps a person to travel abroad or going out of own country-Rahu/Ketu, Moon, Saturn, Venus. We have to see these 4 planets and their dignities and connection with proper houses in Horoscope for going abroad.

Rahu is the most important planet for travel abroad. If Rahu is well placed, it can give Foreign Travel in its Dasha. It can give foreign things but it cannot guarantee satisfaction. When Rahu is conjunct with 7th lord, 8th lord, 9th lord or 12th lord, it can indicate foreign travel in astrology. Rahu in Lagna or 7th can also give travel abroad.

Moon being the natural 4th Lord, Moon is also equally important when judging foreign settlement in astrology. According to classics when Moon is placed in Kendra (1,4,7,10) the person can travel a lot within country as well as outside of country. Moon in Watery sign especially when conjunct with Rahu can give foreign travel in astrology. Moon in 8th, 9th or 12th, especially exalted Moon in 12th can indicate foreign settlement in astrology.

Sun also plays interesting Role. Sun represents royalty. It brings native in contact with dignities. When Sun is placed in the 5th house from Ascendant, it is a helpful disposition for Diplomats and travelling abroad.
If Mercury is placed in 4th, the individual changes his residence frequently and travel lot of places. The result will be more prominent if Mercury is placed in Movable signs.

In few Nakshatras also like Ashwini Nakshatra, Bharani Nakshatra, Ardra nakshatra, Swati Nakshatra, Pussy Nakshatra, Hasta Nakshatra etc while judging the foreign travel in astrology. Moon or Rahu in these Nakshatra will increase the chance of going abroad.

4. The Houses for Foreign Travel in Astrology

In earlier days, it was seen as a Curse to Leave own country and to go to a foreign country. But with time this curse has turned into Blessing. The Main house for foreign journey is 12, 9 and Ascendant or Lagna.

12th house is the foreign land. So this is the most important House for Foreign settlement in astrology. If Moon is placed in 12th house along with Venus, this is an indication of Foreign Travel in astrology. If Rahu also joins this conjunction, it becomes a very strong indication of foreign journey. If there is planet like Saturn in 12th house, the individual will have a strong inclination towards foreign country. 9th house signify fortune, Luck, Long Journeys or long distance travel etc. So this is another important house for foreign travel in astrology. When 9th Lord is placed in 12th house or Vice versa, it indicates that your Fortune is in foreign land. A group of Planet like 4 or 5 planet in 9th house of 12th house is a strong indication towards foreign travel in astrology.

The Next important house is Lagna or Ascendant. Lagna is the self. Without the approval of Lagna nothing can happen in a Horoscope. So if Lagna lord makes a relation with 12th lord or Lagna Lord sits in the 12th house, it is a strong indication of foreign travel in astrology. If this relation happens in Watery sign like cancer, Pisces etc or Movable signs like Libra or Capricorn the chances is very high.

In a nutshell have to see Conjunction, aspect, Exchange between Lagna Lord, 9th Lord and 12th Lord. If these relations involve Watery signs or Movable signs, the indications are strong. The more and strong the relation will be, the more will be the chances of foreign settlement in astrology.

But there is another important house which we have to look and without the indication from this house travelling abroad is not possible. 4th House is the Home Land or own country. So any Affliction to 4th House or 4th Lord can give foreign settlement. If the 4th house is placed in 6th, 8th or 12th and 4th Lord is equally afflicted and there is relation between 9th and 12th house and their Lords, we can predict that there is high chance of foreign settlement in astrology. If there is planets Like Rahu/Ketu, sun or saturn in 4th house, the chance of Going abroad in astrology increases.

When the 4th house or the Lord is not afflicted or weak, the person cannot leave his own country. If there is relation between 9th or 12th but 4th house is very strong, chances for foreign journey will come but the native will not be able to go due some reason. If the 4th house is strong and connected with 5th and 10th house, the person will get good opportunity in own country and do not feel the need to go to abroad.

There are two more houses which also needs some attention in 7th house and the 3rd house. 7th House also Deals with Foreign Travel. When 7th house is involved with 12th or Planets like Rahu/Ketu there can be foreign journey due to Business purpose or Business Trip.

3rd House shows short Journeys or short travels. It is not directly connected with foreign travel always but it gives a tendency or inclination towards travel. If there is Planets like Moon or Ketu is in 3rd house, the likes to travel a lot. If the 3rd Lord makes a relation with 12th lord and 9th lord by aspect, conjunction or Exchange it is strong Yoga for Foreign Travel.

For Foreign Travel relation between 3rd, 7th, Lagna, and 9th in a watery or Movable sign is sufficient but foreign settlement in astrology cannot happen without the involvement of 12th house or 12th lord.

5. Methods to Predict Foreign Travel From Horoscope

The fourth house or the fourth lord has to be afflicted from Lagna. Rahu/Ketu should be connected via conjunction or Nakshatra exchange with 4th lord or 4th house. Whenever 4th House is afflicted and 4th Lord is placed in Dusthana like 6, 8 or 12th house, the native leaves his or her homeland to settle abroad.

If the 9th or the 12th house of a Horoscope falls in Movable or Watery signs or the 9th & 12th lord is placed in Movable or watery signs Foreign Travel is indicated. For example, If the 4th Lord is placed in the 9th house with 12th lord and the sign is also Movable or watery signs, it is an indication of Foreign Travel for higher education.

When 4th lord is placed in 12th house then native will find more auspicious living in abroad rather than at his native place. Association of 5th, 9th, and 12th lords in the Dasamsha indicate travelling abroad for professional reasons. These persons are usually employed as skilled professional like (scientists, professors, etc.) in abroad.

If Rahu is in 12th house with 9th lord especially in a watery sign will surely give foreign Travel in its Dasha-Antardasha. Planets like Rahu or saturn in 12th house can give foreign settlement.

If the lord of the house of marriage or the 7th house is associated with 8th, 9th or 12th house or its Lords, it indicates foreign travel after marriage.

If the Lagna and Lagna lord both are in movable signs or dual signs then it would indicate foreign travel. Lagna indicates self. So when the sign which indicates self and the lord of that sign are in moveable or dual signs which indicates movement it can create Yogas of foreign travel in astrology for the person.

6. Timing of Travel Abroad in Astrology

A. Rules

- Dasha-Antardasha of the 9th lord or the 12th lord, or the
planets that are connected with the 12th lord or 12th house.

- Dasha of Venus, Rahu/Ketu, Moon, saturn if these planets are connected with 12th house
- During Transit when Planets like Rahu or saturn comes in 8th house or in Moon Nakshatra, that is also a good time for Abroad travel.
- Dasha of Rahu is very special for foreign travel in astrology as Rahu is the Signification of foreign. Saturn period is also equally important.

Those who go for foreign countries for vacation once in a year or like that, they generally do not have any major combination of foreign travel in their Kundli or Horoscope but in transit, their 4th house gets afflicted due to some or other reason.

7. Great Luck in Foreign Countries

The 11th house is the financial gain, and so if a person has the 11th house lord placed in the 6th house, the person has great luck to go abroad and work in foreign countries.

- If have the 11th house lord in the 12th house will have friends abroad.
- If Lagna lord or Ascendant lord is in the 7th house will constantly travel abroad for business purpose or for work.
- But if Malefic Planets like Rahu, saturn, Mars occupy the 12th house in Horoscope, though will be able to go abroad but will not enjoy the stay there. If Rahu is placed in 12th house, it is a strongest indication of working abroad, but it will be full of stress.

8. Purpose of Foreign Travel in Astrology

If there is a strong connection between houses and Lords of 5th, 10th, 7th, 9th and 12th house, the person may go to foreign Land for higher education. 5th is the house of intelligence and education and 9th is also the house of long distance travel as well as higher education. The related planets should be in Movable sign or in watery sign. The individual should run correct Dasha also. Connection between 4-5-7-8-9-10-12 needs to be checked with Rahu, Saturn and Moon for checking foreign travel for education purpose.

The connection between Lagna-5-7-8-9-10-12 house and their Lord along with Rahu, Moon and Sun. Various Raj Yoga and Dhana Yoga should also be present in the Horoscope.

Dasha of the connected planets can take them to foreign land.

When 7th house and its lord is connected with 9th house and 12th house as well as with their Lord there is chance of going to abroad after marriage. 4th house should be afflicted. Rahu and Signification of marriage Venus also plays an important role in this case of foreign travel in astrology after marriage. 8th house also to be considered and if it is a Love marriage, should include the 5th house also. Venus is connected with 12th house or 8th house and Rahu in Rasi chart and Navamsa Chart is a strong Indication of Foreign settlement after marriage astrology.
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9. Conclusion

As it involves transfer of residence, the 4th lord must have affliction from two or more malefic planets like Rahu/Ketu or Saturn or sun etc. To check the chartuthamsa or D4 chart also and should see the condition of 4th house and 12th house and their lord. Generally, Rahu Dasha is most effective for foreign travel in astrology as rahu is the foreign planet. Generally, if we see a connection between the houses or Lords of 12-9-8-6 in a movable or watery sign, so that can predict there is high chance of foreign settlement in astrology.
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